Unger’s line of commercial cleaning tools specifically designed for tall spaces can effectively remove the layers of built-up dust and grime that have accumulated over time.

Cleaning hard-to-reach spaces at high heights present many challenges, from safety and cleanliness concerns to putting physical strain on your employees. All of Unger’s commercial cleaning products are designed for efficiency and ease of use so you’re able to quickly and effectively clean high windows, high ceilings, pipes, ductwork and ledges.
Keep your workers safe on the ground while dusting difficult to reach areas!

**StarDuster® Pipe Brush**

- Bendable 11”/28 cm curved brush for cleaning pipes and other round surfaces
- Made with heavy-duty wire and polypropylene bristles

**PART NO.: PIPE0**  **CASE QTY.: 5**

Scan here for more information.
TELESCOPIC POLES

High-access cleaning simplified. Wherever there is a need for extended reach, choose an Unger telescopic pole.

All of the Unger poles have ergonomic handles for worker comfort. All fit a full range of cleaning tools – washers, squeegees, dusters, and brushes.

No matter what the job, using an Unger pole allows performance and safety to be top priorities.

Henry’s Handi Handle

- Ergonomic, one section handle with ErgoTec® Locking Cone

UniTec

- Telescopic pole in two sections
- Features an interior lock that secures with a half turn in either direction

OptiLoc 2 and 3-Section Poles

- Work safely from the ground with sturdy 2- or 3-section telescopic extension poles
- Constructed of anodized, extruded drawn aluminum with sure grip locking collars and ErgoTec Locking Cone for faster and easier tool change
- Sure Grip Locking Collars and Handle Grip are ergonomically designed for comfort allowing a better grip
- Anti-Slip End Cap helps keep the OptiLoc pole in place when on the ground and protects against damage

Tool Connections

- **Press On**: Special grooves on the cone ensure a secure fit for the tools.
- **Snap On**: These tools snap directly onto Unger telescopic poles.
- **Screw On**: These tools screw onto the ACME thread of an Unger cone.
- **Lock On**: Any tool with a hole in the handle and “LOCK” inscribed on it locks onto the ErgoTec Locking Cone preventing the tool from twisting or pulling off the pole during work.
TelePlus Pole System

A flexible, modular pole system available in 2- or 3-section starter units, with 6-foot extensions. The TelePlus system enables you to easily reach heights from 12 to 30 feet and allows you to only carry the sections you need.

The poles, made of drawn anodized aluminum, are light and can be handled easily and safely, even when assembled, to provide a maximum reach.

Customize Your System:

- **Plus 3**
  - Extends the basic 2-section pole
  - Part No.: T3180
  - Length: 6'/1.85 m
  - Sections: 1
  - Pack Unit: Any 10

- **Plus 4**
  - Extends the basic 3-section or Plus 3
  - Part No.: T4180
  - Length: 6'/1.85 m
  - Sections: 1
  - Pack Unit: Any 10

- **Plus 5**
  - Extends the basic 4-section or Plus 4
  - Part No.: T5180
  - Length: 6'/1.85 m
  - Sections: 1
  - Pack Unit: Any 10

TelePlus™ 6'/1.85m System

- **Plus 3**
  - Modular Telescopic pole with the ErgoTec Locking Cone
  - Part No.: TZ370
  - Length: 12'/3.75 m
  - Sections: 2
  - Pack Unit: Any 10

- **Plus 4**
  - 6-foot extensions for 2-section base TelePlus modular pole system
  - Part No.: TD550
  - Length: 18'/5.5 m
  - Sections: 3
  - Pack Unit: Any 10

- **Plus 5**
  - 6-foot extensions for 3-section base TelePlus modular pole system
  - Part No.: TV750
  - Length: 24'/7.4 m
  - Sections: 4
  - Pack Unit: Any 10

- **Plus 6**
  - 6-foot extensions for 4-section base TelePlus modular pole system
  - Part No.: TF900
  - Length: 30'/9 m
  - Sections: 5
  - Pack Unit: Any 10

*Please confirm freight free minimum with your Customer Service Representative.*
StarDuster ProFlex
PART NO.: PXD7G  SIZE: 30”/75 cm  CASE QTY.: 10
- ProFlex (PXD7G): Bends and retains shape to clean hard-to-reach areas
- ProFlat (PFD7G) retains its shape to slide between tight spaces
- Great for cleaning overhead, underneath furniture, appliances, and around corners
- Microfiber sleeve is removable and machine washable
- Comes with three electrostatic disposable sleeves (wash cycles: 300)

StarDuster ProFlex/ProFlat Sleeves
PART NO.: PS50W  CONTENTS: 50pk  CASE QTY.: 1
PART NO.: PM05W  CONTENTS: 5pk  CASE QTY.: 1
- PS50W: Disposable, electrostatic replacement sleeves for ProFlex (PXD7G) and ProFlat (PFD7G) dusters
- PM05W microfiber replacement sleeves are machine washable (wash cycles: 300)

StarDuster Pro Duster
PART NO.: LWDU0  SIZE: 30”-60”/70-150 cm  CASE QTY.: 10
- Telescopic lambswool duster with bendable head and sleeve
- Ideal for dusting in high places
- Disposable duster sleeve attracts and holds dust, keeping it away from workers and fixtures below

StarDuster Lambswool
PART NO.: LWDU0  CASE QTY.: 6
- Perfect for dusting shelves and other surfaces
- Superior cleaning and dust removal
- Duster attaches to any Unger cone or standard ACME thread
- Also use with ProDuster Replacement Sleeves (DS50Y) or microfiber (MMSLG)

StarDuster Pro Duster/Lambswool Replacement Sleeves
PART NO.: DS10Y  CONTENTS: 10pk  CASE QTY.: 1
PART NO.: DS50Y  CONTENTS: 50pk  CASE QTY.: 1
- Disposable duster sleeve attracts and holds dust, keeping it away from workers and fixtures below

StarDuster Pro Ceiling Fan Duster
PART NO.: CEDU5  CASE QTY.: 5
- Thick, soft microfiber strands clean all shapes and sizes of ceiling fan blades, and vents
- Microfiber sleeve is removable and machine washable
- Wash Cycles: 300

Tool Connections
- **Press On**
  Special grooves on the cone ensure a secure fit for the tools.
- **Snap On**
  These tools snap directly onto Unger telescopic poles.
- **Screw On**
  These tools screw onto the ACME thread of an Unger cone.
- **Lock On**
  Any tool with a hole in the handle and “LOCK” inscribed on it locks onto the ErgoTec® Locking Cone. This prevents the tool from twisting or pulling off the pole during work.
StarDuster Pipe Brush

PART NO.: PIPE0  CASE QTY.: 5

- Bendable 11”/28 cm curved brush for cleaning pipes and other round surfaces
- Made with heavy-duty wire and polypropylene bristles

StarDuster Wall Brush

PART NO.: WALB0  CASE QTY.: 5

- Oval shape for ceiling fans, walls, and ceilings
- Made of heavy-duty galvanized wire and 49% horsehair bristles
- Ideal for dusting rough surfaces and for removing cobwebs and dust from flat objects

CobWeb Duster Brush

PART NO.: COBW0  CASE QTY.: 6

- Split-tipped soft poly fibers allow for effective dusting without scratching
- Great for dusting ceilings, moldings, and corners inside or outdoors
- Electrostatic energy attracts and holds dust, dirt, and cobwebs

High Access Dusting Kit

PART NO.: HADK2  CASE QTY.: 1

- PIPE0  StarDuster® Pipe Brush
- WALB0  StarDuster® Wall Brush
- CEDUG  StarDuster® Pro Ceiling Fan Duster
- PXD7G  StarDuster® ProFlex
- PM50W  StarDuster® ProFlex Sleeves (50)
- COBW0  CobWeb Duster Brush
- NLCLA  nLITE® Classic Tool Adapter

*Will include attachment to use with Gen 1 or Gen 2 nLITE Poles

www.ungerglobal.com
**Flood Sucker Bulb Changer**

- Part No.: FS000
- Case Qty.: 5

  - Easily change floodlights and other flat lightbulbs safely from the ground
  - Features suction cups that attach to bulb
  - Fully insulated
  - Snaps onto telescopic poles for changing bulbs in high-access areas

**ErgoTec Locking Cone**

- Part No.: NCAN0
- Case Qty.: 5

  - Securely locks select Unger tools onto pole
  - Fast tool change with quick-release button
  - Other tools attach by pressing on, snap on, or screw on

**Threaded Wood Cone Adapter**

- Part No.: TWA00
- Case Qty.: 5

  - Wood cone adapter for attaching tools
  - Features an internal ACME thread
  - Pressure fitted

**Cranked Joint Angle Adapter**

- Part No.: CJA00
- Thread: Zinc
- Case Qty.: 5

  - Cranking joint joins to change at any angle up to 300°
  - Flexible squeegee, washer, etc. quickly attach to adapter
  - Available in strong zinc or plastic

**TOOL ADAPTERS**

**Sticky Fingers Bulb Changer**

- Part No.: BS010
- Case Qty.: 5

  - Easily change lightbulbs safely from the ground
  - Rubber-coated spring steel fingers for quality turning power
  - Adjusts to fit various-shaped CFL bulbs
  - Snaps onto telescopic poles for changing bulbs in high-access areas

**The Bebbe**

- Part No.: BEBE0
- Case Qty.: 5

  - Safely remove broken lightbulb base from socket
  - Complete with plastic tray for catching broken bulb pieces
  - Fully insulated
  - Snaps onto telescopic poles for changing bulbs in high-access areas

**FIXI-Clamp**

- Part No.: FIX0
- Item: FIXI-Clamp
- Case Qty.: 5

  - Adjustable plastic clamp firmly holds tools like brushes, sponges, and cloths
  - Open cellulose foam sponge is perfect for general cleaning and can be used with Fixi-Clamp
  - FIX0 has 3.5”/9 cm max opening

**Soot Master Sponge**

- Part No.: SP060
- Size: 2" x 3" x 6"/5.1 x 7.6 x 15 cm
- Case Qty.: 6

  - Perfect for cleanup after fire or smoke damage
  - Dry sponge absorbs dust and soot particles
  - Can be cut, if smaller size is required
  - Rinsable rubber material

---
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ELIMINATE LADDERS AND LIFTS

Classic Window & High Access Cleaning

Dusters

Washers

Squeegees

Scrapers

Indoor Window & Glass Cleaning

HiFlo nLite Locking Cone Adapter
Part No.: HFNLC

HiFlo MultiLink Thread Adapter
Part No.: FTTHR
(included with nLite pole system)

MultiLink Angle Adapter

Aluminum Pad Holder

Classic Window & High Access Cleaning

Dusters

Washers

Squeegees

Scrapers

Indoor Window & Glass Cleaning

nLITE Classic Tool Adapter
Part No.: NLCLA

nLITE Euro Thread Adapter
Part No.: NLTHR

Aluminum Pad Holder

nLITE E Generation 2

nLITE Classic Tool Adapter
Part No.: NLCLA

nLITE Euro Thread Adapter
Part No.: NLTHR

Aluminum Pad Holder

nLITE E Generation 2

For the full line of Unger window cleaning tools and tool adapters, visit ungerglobal.com